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Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener





Professional knife sharpening in no time 




     Purchase online 
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With more than 40 years of experience of professional sharpening for woodworkers and trades, Tormek has developed a sharpening machine specifically designed for sharpening chef's knives – on site in the restaurant kitchen. The Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener meets the professional kitchen's stringent demands for sharpness, simplicity, and speed. Your knives are sharp, just when you need them!
Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener is a knife sharpening system adapted and certified for commercial use. For the devoted home chef we offer the Tormek T-1 Kitchen Knife Sharpener.
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Overview




Why the Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener?




	Professional sharpening in 60 seconds.
	Quick and easy setup.
	Patented guide provides a consistent angle and smooth bevel.
	Fine-grained diamond grinding wheel for maximum sharpness and edge retention.
	Separate composite honing wheel with integrated polish for honing and polishing in clean environments.
	Easy on knives – doesn't remove more steel than necessary.
	Easily replaceable diamond grinding wheel – available in three different grits.

	Magnet in the patented guide collects steel particles.
	Knife protection felt in the guide protects your finest knives from scratching.
	Sharpen round, rotary knife blades. Complement with RBS-140 Round Blade Sharpening Attachment.
	Quiet running, just 54 dB.
	8-year warranty (5 years + 3 years when you register online) for professional use as well.





Really sharp, really simple




The Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener provides professional sharpening. This concept is a progression of the diamond whetstone, and it gives you full control in combination with the patented angle guide. However, you don't just hone the cutting edge as with manual whetstones, honing rods, or conventional sharpeners. Instead, you resharpen your knives and give them a new, precise edge that's evenly sharpened across the entire bevel. It's like having professional sharpening service at your restaurant!






Adapted for restaurant kitchens




Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener is a knife sharpening system adapted and certified for commercial use. Work in restaurant kitchens, industrial kitchens, or meat processing is often fast-paced and results-oriented. The Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener gives you perfectly sharpened knives in a matter of minutes. For the home chef, we offer the Tormek T-1 Kitchen Knife Sharpener, adapted and approved for home use.
The separate composite honing wheel comes with an integrated polishing agent to simplify handling and minimize contamination. What's more, the steel particles from the sharpening process are collected on the magnet in the guide, so you can sharpen your knife in the kitchen whenever you need to. Sharp knives are much more enjoyable to work with, result in less waste and ensure a clean cut for better results. But then, you already knew that.




A Sharpening System That's Gentle on Your Knives




Knives are a chef's best friend, and you really should take care of your friends. Working with a blunt or damaged edge makes you more likely to damage the knife further, or injure yourself. The Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener has a fine-grained diamond grinding wheel that rotates at low speed to avoid unnecessary removal of material, and there's no risk of destroying the knife's tempering. You can easily set a precise sharpening angle to get the most out of your knife.
With the coarser grinding wheel DWC-200 Diamond Wheel Coarse you can repair a damaged edge faster or resharpen the blade at a new angle. The extra fine grit DWE-200 Diamond Wheel Extra Fine provides the highest sharpness along with the finest surface finish.
You can also extend your system further with the RBS-140 Round Blade Sharpening Attachment. It allows you to sharpen round, rotary blades for kebab-, gyro-, or shawarma cutters for example.
The patented guide comes with a knife protection felt that catches the steel particles missed by the magnet, so you can make even your finest knives razor-sharp without scratching them.












Selected features
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Fine-grained diamond grinding wheel




Optimized to provide outstanding sharpness and efficient material removal without removing too much steel.
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Adjustable sharpening angle




You can easily set the angle according to the type of knife or application. A larger
bevel angle gives a stronger, more durable edge, while a smaller bevel angle usually cuts better.
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Specially developed honing wheel




The PW-160 Conical Composite Honing Wheel with integrated polish deburrs the edge and polishes the bevel for maximum sharpness.
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Sturdy handle




You can easily move the machine if you need to.














Specs and details




Packaging dimensions




Width: 325 mm (12¾") 
Depth: 235 mm (9¼")
Height: 257 mm (10 1/8")




Machine dimensions




Width 240 mm (9 1/2")
Depth 210 mm (8 1/4")
Height 285 mm (11 1/4")




Weight




Inc. packaging: 8,6 kg (19 lbs)
Machine only: 7,8 kg (17.2 lbs)




Color




Silver




Cord length




1,7 m (5' 7 ”)




Housing




Precision-cast zinc top, powder-coated
Impact-resistant silver-colored ABS plastic






Grinding wheel




DWF-200 Diamond Wheel Fine
Diamond-coated, precision-machined steel body
Ø 200×40 mm (7 7/8" × 1 19/32")




Honing wheel




PW-160 Conical Composite Honing Wheel
Composite with integrated polishing agent, ABS plastic 
Ø 160×30 mm (6 10/32" × 1 3/16")




Drive system




Unique drive system with RKX18 rubber
Self-adjusting for load




Main shaft




MSK-200 Stainless Steel Shaft with EzyLock




Performance




120 rpm
Torque 8.4 Nm






Motor




Industrial motor, single phase, AC
120 W (input), 100-115 V / 220-240 V, 50-60 Hz
Continuous operation
Maintenance-free
Quiet running, 54 dB
>10 000 hours service life




Warranty




8-year warranty*, 5 years + 3 years when you register at tormek.com
* The warranty for the Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener is 2 years when used for professional sharpening services




Documents




Instruction T-2[image: ] Pdf, 17.1 MB.
Parts breakdown Tormek T-2 EN[image: ] Pdf, 200.7 kB.




Patents




To see all patents, please visit tormek.com/patents








Product versions




The Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener comes in different product versions depending on the market. The versions may differ in terms of plug type and voltage.








Item number: T-2 PRO II/DE
EAN code: 7392485020363
Plug type: E+F
Voltage: 230 V






Item number: T-2 PRO II/AR
EAN code: 7392485020394
Plug type: E+F
Voltage: 230 V






Item number: T-2 PRO II/GB
EAN code: 7392485020424
Plug: G
Voltage: 230 V






Item number: T-2 PRO II/US
EAN code: 7392485000464
Plug: B
Voltage: 115 V








Item number: T-2 PRO II/EUR
EAN code: 7392485020370
Plug type: E+F
Voltage: 230 V






Item number: T-2 PRO II/AU
EAN code: 7392485020400
Plug: I
Voltage: 230 V






Item number: T-2 PRO II/SA
EAN code: 7392485020431
Plug: G
Voltage: 230 V






Item number: T-2 PRO II/CA
EAN code: 7392485020455
Plug: B
Voltage: 115 V








Item number: T-2 PRO II/RU
EAN code: 7392485020479
Plug type: E+F
Voltage: 230 V






Item number: T-2 PRO II/CH
EAN code: 7392485020417
Plug: J
Voltage: 230 V






Item number: T-2 PRO II/ZA
EAN code: 7392485020448
Plug: M
Voltage: 230 V






Item number: T-2 PRO II/JP
EAN code: 7392485020462
Plug: A
Voltage: 115 V








Item number: T-2 PRO II/FR
EAN code: 7392485020387
Plug type: E+F
Voltage: 230 V
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Video




      
      
         
      

   

   


Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener: Quick Demo




The video shows you a quick demonstration of the Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener. We also go through how to sharpen and things that are important to keep in mind.






      
      
         
      

   

   


Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener demo: The fastest way to sharpen chef's knives




Get a demonstration of the Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener, our sharpening machine for professional kitchens, and see how to sharpen different types of knives.












Included in the box




The Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener comes complete with everything you need to start sharpening.




	DWF-200 Diamond Wheel Fine
	PW-160 Conical Composite Honing Wheel
	Guide
	KPP-2 Knife Protection Pads fitted in the guide
	Two edge protectors for your newly sharpened knives, at 36 and 63 mm wide
	Instruction manual
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Reviews
Statements from Tormek Friends




The Tormek T-2 really is the perfect solution for us, because it's both easy to use and convenient (in terms of both storage and use). The knife sharpener is very intuitive, with a clever angle guide that keeps the knife stable while you sharpen it. It's also easy to take out and put away whenever we need to use it. The advantage of always having sharp knives for a professional kitchen like ours makes it hard to stop using it once you've started.
IFSE Culinary School of Italy
School for future top chefs




[image: Ett kök med kockar som lagar mat]
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Fast and professional all in one package! You always used to have a trade-off – quick sharpening but with inferior results, or professional sharpening that meant you had to give your knives to someone else, which of course you don't really want to do.
Henrik Olsson
Kitchen manager, Silverpark Vardaga, Täby










Reviews from Tormek users




Outstanding system. Well thought out, professional, all of the spare parts and accessories are excellent. Good service, good instructional videos.
Jan Andersson, Sweden







Works well, no need to send my global knives off for professional sharpening or mess around with whetstones.
Niklas Ekdahl, Sweden
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                        DWC-200 Diamond Wheel Coarse
                        Coarse-grained diamond grinding wheel for Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen Knife Sharpener
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                        RBS-140 Round Blade Sharpening Attachment
                        Sharpen round, rotary knife blades
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                        DWE-200 Diamond Wheel Extra Fine
                        Extra fine diamond grinding wheel for Tormek T-2 Pro Kitchen
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                        KPP-2 Knife Protection Pads
                        Protects your knife blades against scratches
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This website uses cookies
We use necessary cookies to make our website work, analytical cookies for traffic measurement and optimization of page content, and third-party cookies for targeted marketing.
Privacy Policy & Cookies


Accept all cookies
Settings








More About Us




Don't miss out on any news!
Subscribe to our newsletter and be among the first to find out about our latest product developments. We also share tips on how to use your Tormek, along with other useful information.




Subscribe to our newsletter
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